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Sound Quality

If you are listening via your computer speakers, please note that the quality 

of your sound will vary depending on the speed and quality of your internet connection.

If the sound quality is not satisfactory, you may listen via the phone: dial 

1-877-447-0294 and enter your Conference ID and PIN when prompted. Otherwise, please
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Viewing Quality
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Continuing Education Credits

In order for us to process your continuing education credit, you must confirm your 

participation in this webinar by completing and submitting the Attendance 

Affirmation/Evaluation after the webinar. 

A link to the Attendance Affirmation/Evaluation will be in the thank you email that you 

will receive immediately following the program.

For CPE credits, attendees must participate until the end of the Q&A session and 

respond to five prompts during the program plus a single verification code.  In addition, 

you must confirm your participation by completing and submitting an Attendance 

Affirmation/Evaluation after the webinar.

For additional information about continuing education, call us at 1-800-926-7926 ext. 2.
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Program Materials

If you have not printed the conference materials for this program, please 

complete the following steps:

• Click on the link to the PDF of the slides for today’s program, which is located

to the right of the slides, just above the Q&A box.

• The PDF will open a separate tab/window.  Print the slides by clicking on the

printer icon.

Recording our programs is not permitted. However, today's participants can 

order a recorded version of this event at a special attendee price. Please 

call Customer Service at 800-926-7926 ext.1 or visit Strafford’s website 

at www.straffordpub.com.
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Tax Issues for Foreign Investors in 
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WEALTH ADVISORY | OUTSOURCING | AUDIT, TAX, AND CONSULTING
Investment advisory services are offered through CliftonLarsonAllen Wealth Advisors, LLC, an SEC-registered investment advisor
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Brian is an industry professional in 
Minneapolis, MN practicing in the 
real estate group and co-leading the 
QOZ specialty tax practice.

Brian T. Duren, CPA, MBT
Signing Director
Real Estate Industry
Brian.Duren@CLAconnect.com
612-397-3159

mailto:Brian.Duren@CLAconnect.com
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Assurance
Audit

Reviews
Compilations
Benefit Plans

Tax Solutions
Industry and Business

Individual
Global

Specialty

Consulting and 
Outsourcing

BizOps
CAST

Cybersecurity
Data Analytics
Deals Services

Department Optimization Services
Forensics, Valuation, and Litigation Services

HR Outsourcing
Search

Telecom Expense Management
Valuation

Wealth Advisory
Planning and Advisory

Capital Markets
Retirement Plan Design and Advisory

Insurance and Risk Management
Family Office
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The Four Essential Elements of the CLA Promise

Driven by Our Values
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in Greenberg Traurig’s Tampa Office on the 
Tax Credits and Incentives Team.
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Qualified Opportunity Zone (“QOZ”) Tax Benefits

The Qualified Opportunity Zone program provides three Federal income 
tax benefits for investing “eligible gain” in a designated QOZ:

1. Federal income tax due on the amount of eligible gain timely invested in a 
Qualified Opportunity Fund (“QOF”) is deferred until the earlier of:
• Disposition of investment or other “inclusion event” (e.g., distribution from the QOF) or
• Dec. 31, 2026

2. Taxable gain is reduced by 10% if the investment is held for at least five years
• i.e., reduction in taxable gain is available for capital gain invested by the end of 2021

3. NO FEDERAL INCOME TAX is imposed upon disposition of investments held 
for at least 10 years
• Investors that satisfy the holding period requirement may elect to step-up the income tax 

basis in their QOZ investments to FMV upon a disposition before the end of 2047
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Final QOZ Treasury Regulations
The Basics

• Final regulations released December 2019
• Corrected regulations issued in April 2020

• “Eligible gain” is generally gain:
• Treated as “capital gain”

• Includes short-term and long-term capital gain
• Includes Section 1231 gain in excess of recapture gain

• Recognized for Federal income tax purposes before 2027
• Not generated by a sale or exchange of property with a related person

• Investors have 180-days beginning on the date of realization to invest
• Eligible gain realized and not invested in a QOZ by a passthrough entity may be 

invested up to 180 days after the due date of the entity’s tax return (not including 
extensions)

• The election to defer is made on a timely filed U.S. tax return
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Final QOZ Treasury Regulations
Applicability to Non-U.S. Persons

• Whether “eligible gain” would be subject to Federal income tax is 
determined after applying applicable tax treaty exemptions that the foreign 
investor elects to apply under an applicable treaty
• Examples include sales of direct and indirect investments in

• U.S. real property

• Other investments generating income effectively connected with a U.S. trade or business

• Foreign investors that wish to make a QOZ investment must irrevocably 
waive any treaty benefits that would exempt a foreign investor’s realized 
gain from being subject to U.S. income tax at the time of realization

• Current rules do not coordinate the QOZ gain deferral benefits with 
withholding rules applicable to non-U.S. persons
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Treasury Regulations
Current Withholding Rules

• Section 1445 – FIRPTA withholding – Dispositions of USRPIs by Foreign 
Persons
• A foreign person’s gain from the disposition of a USRPI generally is taxable
• Purchasers of USRPIs withhold/remit 15% of the purchase price to Treasury unless an 

exception applies
• USRPIs include any interest (other than solely as a creditor) in a corporation unless:

• The corporation in which the foreign seller holds an interest is not a USRPHC, or
• The corporation’s stock is publicly-traded and the foreign seller owns 5% or less of the stock

• A foreign corporation must withhold/remit 21% of gain recognized from its 
dispositions of USRPIs

• Current or former domestic USRPHCs must withhold/remit 15% of distributions 
made to foreign persons in redemption of stock or in liquidation of the corporation 
(or that are not made from E&P)
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Treasury Regulations
Current Withholding Rules (continued)

• Section 1446 – Remittance on Foreign Partner’s Share of ECI
• Section 1446(a) – Partnerships must remit quarterly 21% (for foreign 

corporations) or 37% (for other foreign partners) of partnership-level ECI 
allocable to foreign partners

• Section 1446(f) – Section 864(c)(8) overturned the Tax Court’s decision in 
Grecian Magnesite Mining, which invalidated Rev. Rul. 91-32, which treated a 
foreign partner’s gain on the disposition of a domestic partnership interest as 
U.S. source income at the partner level in proportion to the partnership’s U.S. 
source income
• To enforce collection of tax due from foreign partners disposing of their interests in a 

domestic partnership, the foreign partner’s transferee must withhold/remit 10% of its 
purchase price to Treasury

• If the transferee/new partner (for tax purposes) fails to withhold/remit tax, the 
partnership must withhold/remit tax from distributions to the transferee/new partner
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Proposed QOZ Regulations
April 2021

• Created a brand-new regulation specifically applicable to foreign 
investors in QOZs
• Prop. Reg. Sec. 1.1400Z2(a)-2

• Coordinates the rules deferring tax on eligible gain invested in a QOF with 
withholding requirements imposed on transferees of property in connection 
with dispositions by foreign persons that generate eligible gain and payment 
requirements imposed on partnerships with respect to allocable ECI

• Prop. Reg. Sec. 1.1400Z2(a)-2 becomes effective for transfers that occur after 
the date that the proposed regulations are published as final regulations in 
the Federal Register
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Proposed QOZ Regulations
April 2021 (continued)

• In the QOZ context, the Proposed Regulations address:

• The potential adverse affect that imposition of withholding and similar taxes 
has on the ability of foreign investors to invest their eligible gain in a QOF

• Foreign transferors subject to FIRPTA withholding under Section 1445

• Domestic partnerships that are required to remit quarterly taxes under 
Section 1446(a) with respect to effectively connected partnership income, 
including eligible gain, that is attributable to their foreign partners

• Foreign transferors of interests in domestic partnerships that operate one 
or more effectively connected U.S. trades and businesses that are subject 
to withholding under Section 1446(f)
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Proposed QOZ Regulations
April 2021 (continued)

Summary of Relief from Withholding-type Taxes

• Eligibility Certificate Required to Defer Gain under Section 1400Z-2(a)
• The new proposed regulations prohibit certain persons (“security-required persons”) that 

recognize capital gain in certain situations (“security-required gain”) from making a deferral 
election under Section 1400Z-2(a) unless they first obtain an “eligibility certificate”

• Advance Reduction/Elimination of Section 1445, 1446 Withholding
• Advance reduction/elimination of withholding tax applies to foreign persons that obtain an 

eligibility certificate and provide security to the IRS before a transaction that will generate 
gain invested in a QOF

• Withholding Credits/Refunds Available for QOF Investments
• A withholding tax credit/refund is available by certain foreign persons that afterwards obtain 

an eligibility certificate and provide security to the IRS
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Proposed QOZ Regulations
April 2021 (continued)

Lexicon of Terms
• Security-required person

• Foreign persons that are not partnerships
• Certain “specified partnerships”

• i.e., a foreign or domestic partnership that meets three tests with respect to a transfer that 
generates “security-required gain”
• (1) Ownership Test → 20% or more of the capital/profits interests are directly or indirectly owned by 

Non-Resident Aliens or Foreign Corporations
• (2) Closely-Held Test → 10 or fewer direct partners own at least 90% of the capital/profits interests, with 

related partners treated as a single partner (1-year lookback period)
• (3) Gain or Asset Test

(i) “Security-required gain” from “covered transfer” > $1M, or
(ii) At any time during a 1-year look-back period, the value of the partnership’s assets that are

(a) USRPI or
(b) assets used in a U.S. Trade or Business
exceed 25% of the total value of partnership assets determined on the last day of the taxable 
year preceding the year in which the 1-year look-back period begins (or, if acquired after that 
day, the acquisition date)
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Proposed QOZ Regulations
April 2021 (continued)

Lexicon of Terms (continued)

• Security-required gain
• Arising from a “covered transfer” (subject to withholding)
• Included in computing effectively connected taxable income (ECTI)
• Allocated to a security-required person

• Covered transfer
• A disposition by or distribution to a “security-required person” that is subject to withholding under Section 

1445 (Type 1) or under Section 1446(f) (Type 2)
• (Type 3) A disposition by a specified partnership of property (other than an interest in another partnership, 

which is subject to withholding under Section 1446(f) above, or a USRPI, which is subject to withholding 
under Section 1445 above) or a distribution to a specified partnership, if any gain that arises is included in 
computing ECI

• (Type 4) A disposition by a partnership that is not a specified partnership of property, or a distribution to 
such a partnership, if any gain that arises is included in determining the allocable share of a security-
required person’s ECI, treating a “security required person” that is a domestic specified partnership as a 
foreign person for this purpose
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Proposed QOZ Regulations
April 2021 (continued)

Eligibility Certificates

• Security-required persons must obtain an “Eligibility Certificate” from the IRS to make a 
Deferral Election under Section 1400Z-2(a)

• Application requirement – it may be an electronic submission and will include:
• Information about the security-required person and the covered transfer
• An agreement for the deferral of tax and provision of security (“deferral agreement”), which must 

conform to the template that will be provided in published guidance
• An agreement with a U.S. agent
• Acceptable security securing the tax imposed on the security-required gain for which the certificate 

is obtained
• The applicant’s U.S. TIN (obtained via Forms SS-4 or W-7)

• IRS will make its determination within 90 days of receipt

• Eligibility Certificate will be issued for the “permitted deferral amount”
• Providing “maximum security” permits deferral of security-required gain
• Providing less than maximum security permits deferral of only a percentage of such gain
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Proposed QOZ Regulations
April 2021 (continued)

Amount of Eligibility Certificate

• The maximum security amount is computed with reference to either
• A percentage of the amount realized on the covered transfer or

• The amount of tax due on the security-required gain

• Direct disposition by, or distribution to, a security-required person subject to Section 1445 withholding:
• The lesser of

• The amount realized x 15% (or 21% as provided under special rules provided in Section 1445(e)) or

• The security-required gain x the highest rate of tax applicable to the gain based on the type or property, holding period, and 
tax classification of the security-required person

• Direct disposition by, or distribution to, a security-required person subject to Section 1446(f) withholding:
• The lesser of

• The amount realized x 10% or

• The security-required gain x the highest rate of tax applicable to the gain based on the type or property, holding period, and 
tax classification of the security-required person

• (Use Section 1445 if a direct disposition of a partnership interest is subject to both Sections)
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Proposed QOZ Regulations
April 2021 (continued)

Amount of Eligibility Certificate (continued)
• Direct disposition of property (other than an interest in another partnership or USRPI) by a 

specified partnership, the maximum security amount is:
• The security-required gain x the highest rate of tax applicable to the gain, treating the specified 

partnership as an individual for this purpose, and taking into account the type or property and 
holding period

• Therefore, a specified partnership that has gain arising from a direct sale or exchange of trade or 
business assets other than a USRPI will be required to obtain an eligibility certificate to make a 
deferral election under Section 1400Z-2

• Disposition of property (including an interest in another partnership or USRPI) by a 
partnership that is not a specified partnership, or a distribution to such a partnership, with 
respect to which arises gain that is included in determining the allocable share of a security-
required person’s ECI, the maximum security amount is:
• the security-required gain x the highest rate of tax applicable to the gain, taking into account the 

type or property, the holding period, and the tax classification of the security-required person
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Proposed QOZ Regulations
April 2021 (continued)

Security and Deferral Agreement
• Acceptable Security - an irrevocable standby letter of credit (“LOC”) issued by

• A U.S. bank that is categorized as well capitalized under banking regulations and regularly 
issues LOCs in the ordinary course of business to customers other than security-required 
persons or

• Any other financial institution acceptable to the IRS as provided in forms or instructions or in 
publications or guidance published in the IRB

• Deferral Agreement - the security-required person agrees:
• To file timely a Federal income tax return and pay any tax liability due on the security-

required gain for which the security-required person seeks to defer by investing in a QOF
• Report any “security-required gain as required in the QOZ rules
• Provide security (i.e., the LOC) to the IRS with respect to the deferred tax liability
• Appoint a U.S. person as agent for the purposes specified in the agreement
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Proposed QOZ Regulations
April 2021 (continued)

Advance Elimination/Reduction of Withholding Based on an Eligibility Certificate

• Section 1445
• Eligibility Certificate is used to apply for a withholding certificate from the IRS

• Section 1446(a)
• A partnership may take the foreign partner’s permitted deferral amount into account when 

remitting tax
• Key point:

• The withholding regulations under Section 1446 always have allowed a partnership to consider certain certified 
partner-level deductions and losses in determining its Section 1446(a) tax

• The proposed regulations allow a partnership also to consider the permitted deferral amount of an Eligibility 
Certificate submitted by a partner, which the partnership must consider before it annualizes the partner’s effectively 
connected items

• Section 1446(f)
• A transferee of a partnership interest may rely on the Eligibility Certificate to qualify for a 

withholding exception
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Proposed QOZ Regulations
April 2021 (continued)

Claims for Refund of Withholding Tax Withheld by Transferees and 
Credit for Taxes Paid by Partnerships with Respect to Foreign Owners

• The IRS intends to require a taxpayer making any claim for credit or 
refund for amounts withheld under Section 1445 or Section 1446(f), 
or amounts remitted by a partnership under Section 1446(a), on gain 
deferred under Section 1400Z-2(a), to include a copy of the Eligibility 
Certificate for the covered transfer (or a statement providing that the 
transfer was not a covered transfer).
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Proposed QOZ Regulations
April 2021 (continued)

Takeaways from Proposed Regulations

• Foreign investors that are planning to harvest eligible gain from the disposition of 
property (or from partnership allocations) for subsequent investment in a QOF, 
and their advisors, will need:
• To forecast in advance whether the adverse effect on cash flow from applicable withholding 

taxes, and from taxes withheld from partnership distributions and remitted to the IRS, will 
make it difficult or impossible to invest timely the full amount of such eligible gain in a QOF 
and take steps to apply for an Eligibility Certificate that it can use to avoid such taxes in 
advance and

• Arrange for a LOC with its financial institution

• Alternatively, foreign investors that are not affected by the adverse effect that 
such taxes will have on cash flow generated by such dispositions and distributions 
nevertheless will need to obtain an Eligibility Certificate to obtain a refund or 
credit of such taxes when returns are filed and the election to defer eligible gain 
is made under Section 1400Z-2(a)
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EB-5 Considerations
• The EB-5 visa allows foreigners to invest in new U.S. businesses in exchange for a 

green card for them and their family.  

• An immigrant investor category requires 3 main elements: 
• (1) an investment of capital

• Capital is defined broadly (including U.S. capital gains)

• Must document the path of the funds to establish that the investment was made, or is actively in the 
process of being made, with the immigrant investor’s own funds

• (2) in a new commercial enterprise

• A commercial enterprise is any for-profit activity formed after 1990 for the ongoing conduct of lawful 
business (very broad)

• (3) which creates jobs

• Standard minimum investment must create at least 10 jobs for U.S. workers (5 jobs if creating jobs in 
Targeted Employment Areas)

• This means that the present fair market value, in U.S. dollars, of the immigrant investor’s lawfully-
derived capital must be at least $1,000,000, or $500,000 if investing in a targeted employment area
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EB-5 Considerations (cont.)
• Investor Flexibility and Motivation 

• An immigrant investor may diversify his or her investment across a portfolio of businesses or projects, but only 
if the minimum investment amount is first placed in a single new commercial enterprise (i.e., a QOF)

• EB-5 investors may live and work wherever they please, regardless of the location of the investment

• Under EB-5, the investor is required to hold their investment until they receive their permanent green card, 
typically a five-year process, though it can be as long as ten years if visas are not available in the investor’s 
home country. Thus, both types of investors ideally want the project to last 5-10 years and may evaluate 
potential investments based on longevity.

• Targeted Employment Areas (TEAs)
• The majority of EB-5 investments are directed towards TEAs

• Defined as rural or high-unemployment communities that welcome new capital investment intended to 
strengthen the economic viability and vitality of their community and region

• There is overlap between the TEAs and QOZs, which makes QOZ investments attractive to EB-5 investors

• Real estate investment is heavily favored under both programs
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Corporate Blocker Consideration
• Any disposition of U.S. real property by a foreign 

corporation, whether a sale or a distribution to 
shareholders, is a taxable event (and thus subject 
to withholding under 1445) (see sec. 897(d))

• Conversely, no tax is imposed on the sale of shares 
of a foreign corporation, even if its assets consist 
solely of U.S. real property
• Regardless of whether an interest in a foreign 

corporation is treated as a USRPI for purposes 
only of determining whether any corporation 
is a USRPHC, gain or loss from the disposition 
of an interest in such corporation will not be 
treated as effectively connected with the 
conduct of a U.S. trade or business by reason 
of section 897(a) (see 1.897-2(e)(1))

• Thus, the blocker corporation structure is 
another method to avoid the impact of 
withholding 
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Considerations from 
Proposed QOZ Regulations

• Potentially modify the definition of security-required person to 
exclude US partnerships that are required to withhold US-source gain 
of foreign partners.

• Potentially modify procedures to submit eligibility certificate and 
related supporting materials at the time the deferral election is made 
with the timely filed US tax return of the security-required person.

• Potentially expand the types of acceptable security to include certain 
types of bonds.

• Clarify that until regulations become final, foreign investors may make 
deferral elections under Sec. 1400Z-2 under existing final regulations.
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Strategies for CLA & GT

• Coordinate seamless specialty capabilities
• Build a strong QOZ team with legal and tax advisors

• Private Equity, Capital Markets, Global, Tax

• Industry alignment
• Create awareness and education for R/E funds seeking foreign capital

• Provide comments to Treasury on these proposed regs
• Comment period closed now, but have participated with EIG to give feedback
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